Unrestricted English text can be converted to speech through the use of a look up table, or through a parallel feed forward network of deterministic processing units. Here, we reproduce the network structure used in NETtalk. Several experiments were carried out to determine which characteristics of the network were responsible for which learning behavior, and how closely that maps human speech development. The network was also trained with different levels of speech complexity, and with foreign languages. The results were shown to be highly dependent on statistical characteristics of the input.
Introduction
Connectionist networks are arrays of simple highly interconnected computing elements. Two important properties emerge from this computing paradigm. First, these networks serve as an alternative form of massively parallel knowledge representation; second, these networks can learn the input-output relationships by simple modification of the connection strengths. Because of its potential and simplicity, feedforward networks using the generalized delta rule are among the most popular ones [2,3,4,8].
These networks are particularly useful in building applications involving adaptive mappings. In this work, we will discuss the application of multilayered feedforward networks to the problem of text-to-speech conversion. This application was studied before by [9,10]. Here, we examine that problem and study it in relation to human speech development. We would like to understand the characteristics of such a network, and discover which characteristics are similar to human behavior, which are not, and which part of the algorithm is responsible for them. Our ultimate goal is to understand to what exte'nt feedforward networks can be used for the study of human speech development and behavior, and what changes, if any, would improve their predictability of this behavior.
The particular algorithm used in our study was the same as [9] , except for minor modifications discussed later. This combination of a feedforward network and multilayered learning algorithm is commonly referred to as the "back propagation algorithm" discussed below. The network is composed of three layers. Connections exist between each element of a layer and all the elements of an adjacent layer. The elements are composed of a quasi-integration unit at the input, and the output is found by applying a non linear (sigmoid) function to the result of the integration. Ai = Cj wij pj After the interior of the signal activates network, being the input units (first layer), they propagate toward the changed by these functions as they approach the output layer (third layer). Notice that for a given number of input units (I), there is a synergy between these activation values produced by the full connectivity to the second layer (hidden layer). This synergy will differ for different elements because of different sets of weights associated with it.
A n error correcting algorithm is applied to modify the values of the weights to better represent the relationship between the pair of input and output patterns presented to the network. This type of supervised learning algorithm, called the error back propagation, works as follows. First, the error signal between the activation propagated to the output layer, through the current set of weights, and the desired pattern is calculated (layer N):
The value of the error signal is then transmitted to the adjacent layer (back propagated toward the input layer), by using the following recursive rule:
where S'(Ai) is the first derivative of S(Ai); pr is the desired value of unit i in the output layer, and pi(N) is the output value of unit i.
The error gradient of each weight is calculated according to:
where CY is a parameter that regulates the smoothness of the gradient descent, known as the momentum constant. The update of each weight is done according to:
where E is a parameter that controls the rate of learning, or the step size in the gradient descent in the weight space (the effective step size is E * (1 -a) ). Before training the weights are initialized to uniformly distributed random values between two symmetrical limits less than 1.
Text-to-Speech Conversion
The problem of text-to-speech conversion is certainly a very interesting one. First, there is a wealth of research done in the area of speech synthesis as a basis for comparison. Second, this conversion, especially in languages that are not orthographically transparent, can form a very difficult many-to-many mapping. Third, the problem of reconciling rules and exceptions shares some of the characteristics of other difficult problems approached by traditional AI technology (101. Fourth, the size of the pattern space, number of phonetic rules, and input-output units, makes this problem scale up the network and the number of training presentations close to the limits of effective tractability for this type of algorithm. It certainly would fall in the category of functions with a high-order of complexity for connectionist supervised algorithms [13]. This allows us some practical insight into the use of such algorithms under scaled up, straining conditions. Fifth, insight into the behavior of the algorithm when compared with natural learning behavior can allow us to better establish the parallel between connectionist networks and human learning. By closely modeling and studying the latter, we would be able to design machines to simulate human speech development; we would also be capable of better understanding complex phonetic mappings with implications for: first and second language acquisition, synthetic language formation, and speech recognition/understanding.
Representing Text and Phonemes
In order to present the text-to-speech pattern pairs to the network, a suitable representation had to be found. Although better and simpler representations can be found, we implemented the network in a manner similar to NETtalk [lo]. There are several groups of input units each composed of 29 units. Each unit in the group represents the 26 letters in the English alphabet, plus the letter 'G', the period and the space. The number of input groups are varied in order to determine the optimal size of the context window, and eventually to gain insight into the problem's predicate order k [7] , that is a reasonable measure of the complexity of the mapping.
Text is entered in one end of the window, each character in a group of input units, and it is shifted to the other end. At each presentation, the input units corresponding to the characters are clamped, and the activation is fed forward. Two decision rules were used to define the output phoneme: a comparison of the output vector with the phoneme vectors to determine the smallest Euclidian angle, or a
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truncation of values at 0.9 to 1.0, otherwise assign the value 0.0. If the truncated version of this vector is present in the phoneme dictionary then this is considered a "perfect match."
Differences of the Work
At this point, we would like to list the main differences between our implementation and NETtalk [9, 10] . Two types of differences are worth mentioning: architectural and training differences.
Architectural Differences
Architectural differences include the fact that our network is a nonlinear twolayered with one linear input layer model, and the input units are only fan-out units. The previous work used the nonlinear processing elements in the input layer. We found this to be an unnecessary computation; due to the binary form of the input there is no need for compression, normalization , or windowing.
A second architectural difference is the presence in the input of an extra character unit for Spanish, and a language unit used in one of the experiments to tell the network which language it was learning. As for the output, six extra units are used to represent articulatory features in Spanish.
Differences on the Training
The first grade speech used for training was obtained from Carterette and Jones [l] . The first 1023 words from the transcription of first grade children were used as a training text. The text was target words that children were trying to say, therefore the phonetic transcription contained continuous speech errors and omissions. The transcribed phonemes were aligned with the text, consonant with consonant, and vowel with vowel. In the case a letter could not be pronounced, a special symbol /-/ was put in.
On the other hand, if one letter in the text corresponds to more than one phoneme, a special compound symbol is used as a substitute. For example, the phoneme for the word "one" was "*n-", where /*/ was a compound phoneme for /w/ and /-/.
In [l], there was no suprasegmental information accompanying the phonemes. The stresses were put in according to natural intonation. This approach was different from that in [lo] , where each word had a heavy accent. It would be unnatural to hear a heavy accent in every word in English informal speech.
We trained the network with English adult speech, by using the first 1008 words from the adult speech transcription in [l] . However, suprasegmental information w a~ not artificially inserted. We also trained the network with a second language.
For Spanish, we used an orthographically transcribed stream of words, and aligned it as before. A 918 word Spanish text transcription of two parents talking to a child was used [6] . Because of this difference, the Spanish trained network was capable of
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more accurate speech conversion. On the other hand, the English learning network retained the errors of connected speech, and appeared to generalize them. This interesting effect could be one explanation for children's speech errors, since children are exposed to a corrupted continuous speech signal.
We have also noticed that noise resistant parts of the speech (e.g. initial consonants) are more easily displayed in the mapping, whereas non-noise resistant parts (e.g. final consonants) tend to be more easily corrupted. They follow the characteristics of the connected speech [l]. However, in the Spanish network, these characteristics were not present because of the orthographically transcribed source. Consequently, these were not differentiated in the Spanish output. This and other interesting subtleties were shown by the network, as will be discussed below. It seems that the statistical characteristics of the input can be captured by the back propagation model. For example, similar patterns are more easily confused than very distinct patterns. In this sense, the network behavior mirrors the dependencies present on the training set. For problems in which this is a good characteristic of the domain, the performance of this arrangement should be satisfactory.
Results of the Simulation
The network was trained with all three different input data, and then the adult speech network was retrained with Spanish, and the Spanish network was retrained with the adult speech in English. This was done to study the stability of the learning process with a biased precedence order, and the effects of learning a second language.
Effects of the Window Size
The effects of varying the window size (number of input unit groups) over the text was studied. We compared the performance of 10 training passes of the Spanish and the adult speech input in separate networks with window sizes of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 groups. It was noticed that for Spanish the performance difference between a 5, 7, 9 and 11 group window is negligible, where in English the performance is close between 7, 9 and 11 group windows. This indicates that the context of a phoneme in Spanish is around 5 letters, which agrees with the maximum size of a syllable in that language. Also, Spanish vowels are not elided, because Spanish is a syllable-timed language.
English has more complicated contexts, and it is not an orthographically transparent language. ,*The larger the input window, the more accurate the final neural network was. There are many ways of pronouncing one word (e.g. "read"). Vowels have different pronunciation in similarly spelled words (e.g. *'five'* and "give"). Consonants and vowels are sometimes elided. The correct pronunciation of a word is highly dependent upon the context, grammar, and semantics. Increasing the window size increases the context information available to the network, and alleviates the situation for some
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of these influencing factors.
Effects of Hidden Units
We have studied the effects of varying the number of hidden units in the network. According to [5] there is a dramatic change in performance in the back propagation algorithm when the number of hidden units surpasses the number of training patterns minus one. This experimental limit, in our opinion, divides the two possible modes of operation of the network: as a pure look up table mechanism, by dividing the space of M patterns with M-1 hyperplanes; or as a generalization mechanism, using each hyperplane more than once for a boundary decision.
When the number of hidden units is sufficient to allocate one hidden unit per p a t tern boundary, basically a look up table, it has been shown that the training necessary for a given performance decreased to as much as 2 orders of magnitude. Kung et al. hypothesizes that theoretically there must be a learning scheme capable of maximizing class separability with the number of hidden units approximately equal to log2M. With the above observation, the optimal point for the algorithm in this particular application occurs with a number of hidden units in the tens of thousands, in practicality untract able. Computationally, each hidden unit increases the number of operations by the number of input units plus one.
Effect of the Different Languages
We trained the network with two different English databases and a Spanish one, as mentioned before. For the English database, it took three times more word presentations for the same level of competence of Spanish. The final Spanish performance of over 90% was achieved after less than 6,000 words of presentation, while the English network was slightly over 80% correct phonemes after 24,000 words. This is due to the difficulty in mapping English, which is orthographically opaque. With Spanish, the orthographical transparency allows the listener to perceive words on the second pass of the training set.
When training a network with a second language, after it has learned one language, we were interested in finding out how stable the original learning was, and if the network learning was biased statistically by the precedence order. The second language completely erased the first one; there is no concept of a "mother tongue." A new network was created with an extra unit in each input group to indicate which of the two languages the network was being trained on, so that two mappings could be overlapped. The network regarded the extra unit output as noise, and the results were similar to the ones before.
Interesting characteristics of the languages were picked up by the network. When training Spanish as a second language, the final performance was as good as when Spanish was the original language. This did not occur when training English as a second 11-240 language. It seems that the regular mapping of Spanish creates a series of local minima for English that are difficult to erase from the memory. This almost suggests that the patterns of one language cover another. This is an extreme version of the interference that is normally observed in a second language learning.
The network cannot sustain two separate mappings by the simple mechanisms used here. As a matter of fact, even training with only English rules might be beyond the memory capacity of the networks used. Care must be taken when training a back propagation network. If the order of pattern presentation is biased, this will be reflected in the mapping. We called this a recency order bias and it is a complex issue that warrants treatment elsewhere.
Effects of Different Decision Algorithms for t h e O u t p u t Units
We have used the best guess and the perfect match strategies, explained before, as a way of making decisions about the output vector and the phoneme dictionary. The best guess is a computationally more expensive strategy based on the minimal Euclidian distance between the output and a phoneme vector. It performs between 20 to 30% better than the perfect guess, which discards all values that do not represent the phonemes.
We have derived the back propagation algorithm as a function to minimize the expectation of the square of the different between the output and the target value [14]. In that derivation a simple 50% thresholding scheme for the output emerges. The "perfect match'' was modified to accommodate this change and it performs as well as the "best guess'' with minimal computing.
6. Problems, Solutions, a n d Potential Possibly, the most important conclusion from this work is the dependency of the network mapping on the statistical characteristics of the input data. This has the following consequence: all the interesting behaviors of the network could be accounted for by the statistics of the input, including the input order, and the difficulty in recovering from a previous mapping. In so far as the application can be modeled by mapping and generalization of input characteristics, neural networks are satisfactory.
Back propagation networks do not scale well [12,13], and some scaling study of the data mapping should be carried out before an application can be trained.
For studies of speech development, several interesting aspects could be captured by this algorithm. Other mechanisms are still to be accounted for, and will require additional subsystems. Among those features that require attention are: top down processing of speech, grammatical constraints, etc. (111. The details of this experiment and
